
No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Hony Sub Maj (CLK) (SD) BRAJESH KUMAR is hereby 
informed that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of 
Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual 
basis for a period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

1 IND/IMA/1 Hony Sub Maj (CLK) (SD) BRAJESH KUMAR 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Ex Sub Nand Kumar Pandey is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

2 IND/IMA/2 Ex Sub Nand Kumar Pandey 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Ex-Sub Krishna Kant Sharma is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

3 IND/IMA/3 Ex-Sub Krishna Kant Sharma 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Ex-Nb/Sub Tej Prakash Yadav is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

4 IND/IMA/4 Ex-Nb/Sub Tej Prakash Yadav 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB AMAN SINGH is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

5 IND/IMA/5 SUB AMAN SINGH 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ CLK Rajesh Singh is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

6 IND/IMA/6 SUB MAJ CLK Rajesh Singh 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB Arvind Kumar Singh is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

7 IND/IMA/7 SUB Arvind Kumar Singh 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO APOORVA BAPAT is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

8 IND/IMA/8 JWO APOORVA BAPAT 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Sudhir Sahare is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

9 IND/IMA/9 Sub Sudhir Sahare 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 
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here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CPOR (SPL), RAMAKANT MISHRA is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

10 IND/IMA/10 CPOR (SPL), RAMAKANT MISHRA 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 
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here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB SURESH is hereby informed that he/she has to appear for 
an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

11 IND/IMA/11 SUB SURESH 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 
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it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CPOAOF,SUNIL KUMAR SHARMA is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

12 IND/IMA/12 CPOAOF,SUNIL KUMAR SHARMA 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 
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it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO G SINGH is hereby informed that he/she has to appear 
for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

13 IND/IMA/13 JWO G SINGH 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 
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it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CHELP, Jitendre Choudhary is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

14 IND/IMA/14 CHELP, Jitendre Choudhary 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CPO, Mohan Singh Sadudia is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

15 IND/IMA/15 CPO, Mohan Singh Sadudia 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 
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4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JWO/KRIPA SHANKER TRIPATHI is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

16 IND/IMA/16 JWO/KRIPA SHANKER TRIPATHI 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. ExJWO Anil Balkrishna Waze is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

17 IND/IMA/17 ExJWO Anil Balkrishna Waze 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. MWO Rajeshwar Prasad Dwivedi is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

18 IND/IMA/18 MWO Rajeshwar Prasad Dwivedi 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Maj (Hony Capt) Kunwar Bahadur Singh is hereby 
informed that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of 
Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual 
basis for a period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

19 IND/IMA/19 Sub Maj (Hony Capt) Kunwar Bahadur Singh 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Sub Maj (Hony Capt) Prasanna Kumar Sharma is hereby 
informed that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of 
Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual 
basis for a period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

20 IND/IMA/20 Sub Maj (Hony Capt) Prasanna Kumar Sharma 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB & HONY LT RAMJI LAL GOSWAMI is hereby informed 
that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

21 IND/IMA/21 SUB & HONY LT RAMJI LAL GOSWAMI 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB KASHI RAM KUSHWAHA is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

22 IND/IMA/22 SUB KASHI RAM KUSHWAHA 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ BABULAL is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

23 IND/IMA/23 SUB MAJ BABULAL 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Ex Sub Nand Kumar Pandey is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

24 IND/IMA/24 Ex Sub Nand Kumar Pandey 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB KAMALESH KUMAR MISHRA is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

25 IND/IMA/25 SUB KAMALESH KUMAR MISHRA 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ (HONY LT) MAHABIR SINGH is hereby informed 
that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

26 IND/IMA/26 SUB MAJ (HONY LT) MAHABIR SINGH 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB SRI BHUPENDRA SINGH ARORA is hereby informed 
that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

27 IND/IMA/27 SUB SRI BHUPENDRA SINGH ARORA 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB ASHWANI DUBEY is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

28 IND/IMA/28 SUB ASHWANI DUBEY 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB ADITYA KUMAR MISHRA is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

29 IND/IMA/29 SUB ADITYA KUMAR MISHRA 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ SANTOSH KUMAR PANDEY is hereby informed 
that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

30 IND/IMA/30 SUB MAJ SANTOSH KUMAR PANDEY 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB RADHE SHYAM VISHWAKARMA is hereby informed 
that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

31 IND/IMA/31 SUB RADHE SHYAM VISHWAKARMA 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB VIJAY KUMAR is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

32 IND/IMA/32 SUB VIJAY KUMAR 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB RAM PRAKASH is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

33 IND/IMA/33 SUB RAM PRAKASH 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB SHYAMLAL XESS is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

34 IND/IMA/34 SUB SHYAMLAL XESS 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB NAWAL KISHORE is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

35 IND/IMA/35 SUB NAWAL KISHORE 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB VINAY KUMAR SINGH KUSHWAH is hereby informed 
that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

36 IND/IMA/36 SUB VINAY KUMAR SINGH KUSHWAH 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB Santosh kumar more is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

37 IND/IMA/37 SUB Santosh kumar more 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ DILIP SINGH SISODIYA is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

38 IND/IMA/38 SUB MAJ DILIP SINGH SISODIYA 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB Satyam Shukla is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

39 IND/IMA/39 SUB Satyam Shukla 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. NB SUB NARESH PAL is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

40 IND/IMA/40 NB SUB NARESH PAL 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB (HONY LT) TEJ PRAKASH TRIPATHI is hereby informed 
that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

41 IND/IMA/41 SUB (HONY LT) TEJ PRAKASH TRIPATHI 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB BEG HABIB BABBAN is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

42 IND/IMA/42 SUB BEG HABIB BABBAN 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ (HONY CAPT) UTTAM LAL GUPTA is hereby 
informed that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of 
Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual 
basis for a period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

43 IND/IMA/43 SUB MAJ (HONY CAPT) UTTAM LAL GUPTA 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB PRABHU NATH RAJBHAR is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

44 IND/IMA/44 SUB PRABHU NATH RAJBHAR 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB JITENDRA KUMAR SINGH is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

45 IND/IMA/45 SUB JITENDRA KUMAR SINGH 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB (HONY LT) MURLIDHAR PANDEY is hereby informed 
that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

46 IND/IMA/46 SUB (HONY LT) MURLIDHAR PANDEY 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB SUDHIR SAHARE is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

47 IND/IMA/47 SUB SUDHIR SAHARE 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB (HONY LT) SUNEEL KUMAR CHATURVEDI is hereby 
informed that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of 
Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual 
basis for a period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

48 IND/IMA/48 SUB (HONY LT) SUNEEL KUMAR CHATURVEDI 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB DURGA PRASAD LASHKARI is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

49 IND/IMA/49 SUB DURGA PRASAD LASHKARI 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB SANJAY KUMAR CHAUHAN is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

50 IND/IMA/50 SUB SANJAY KUMAR CHAUHAN 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ RADHAY SHYAM SHARMA is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

51 IND/IMA/51 SUB MAJ RADHAY SHYAM SHARMA 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB Shiv Gobind Singh Bhaduria is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

52 IND/IMA/52 SUB Shiv Gobind Singh Bhaduria 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB RAJENDER SINGH HADA is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

53 IND/IMA/53 SUB RAJENDER SINGH HADA 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. NB SUB ARVIND KUMAR CHAKRAVARTI is hereby informed 
that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

54 IND/IMA/54 NB SUB ARVIND KUMAR CHAKRAVARTI 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. NB SUB Yuvraj Singh is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

55 IND/IMA/55 NB SUB Yuvraj Singh 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB KAUSHAL PRASAD PATEL is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

56 IND/IMA/56 SUB KAUSHAL PRASAD PATEL 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB KISHAN SINGH TOMAR is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

57 IND/IMA/57 SUB KISHAN SINGH TOMAR 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB RANJEET KUMAR SINGH is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

58 IND/IMA/58 SUB RANJEET KUMAR SINGH 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MANOJ KUMAR SINGH BHADAURIA is hereby 
informed that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of 
Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual 
basis for a period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

59 IND/IMA/59 SUB MANOJ KUMAR SINGH BHADAURIA 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. JAGESHWAR SEN is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

60 IND/IMA/60 JAGESHWAR SEN 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. MOHAMMAD SHAKIL KHAN is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

61 IND/IMA/61 MOHAMMAD SHAKIL KHAN 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ SUBHASH SINGH is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

62 IND/IMA/62 SUB MAJ SUBHASH SINGH 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB RAMESH PRASAD TRIPATHI is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

63 IND/IMA/63 SUB RAMESH PRASAD TRIPATHI 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB VIJAY BAHADUR SINGH is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

64 IND/IMA/64 SUB VIJAY BAHADUR SINGH 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. NB SUB CHANDRA SHEKHAR NAGAR is hereby informed 
that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

65 IND/IMA/65 NB SUB CHANDRA SHEKHAR NAGAR 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ (HONY CAPT) MOTI GIR GOSWAMI is hereby 
informed that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of 
Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual 
basis for a period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

66 IND/IMA/66 SUB MAJ (HONY CAPT) MOTI GIR GOSWAMI 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB (HONY SUB MAJ) YOGENDRA KUMAR is hereby 
informed that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of 
Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual 
basis for a period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

67 IND/IMA/67 SUB (HONY SUB MAJ) YOGENDRA KUMAR 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB SURESH KUMAR SONI is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

68 IND/IMA/68 SUB SURESH KUMAR SONI 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. NB SUB SUNIL KUMAR SHARMA is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

69 IND/IMA/69 NB SUB SUNIL KUMAR SHARMA 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. NB SUB RAMPAL SINGH CHAUHAN is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

70 IND/IMA/70 NB SUB RAMPAL SINGH CHAUHAN 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. NB SUB VIKAS KUMAR SOHANI is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

71 IND/IMA/71 NB SUB VIKAS KUMAR SOHANI 

Date of interview / post Venue 

5.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB SHYAM NARAYAN is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

72 IND/IMA/72 SUB SHYAM NARAYAN 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB Ram Niwas Soni is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

73 IND/IMA/73 SUB Ram Niwas Soni 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB Hebal Raj Mishra is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

74 IND/IMA/74 SUB Hebal Raj Mishra 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB SHER SINGH NARAWARIA is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

75 IND/IMA/75 SUB SHER SINGH NARAWARIA 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB RAM LALLU PATEL is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

76 IND/IMA/76 SUB RAM LALLU PATEL 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB RAMENDRA SINGH is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

77 IND/IMA/77 SUB RAMENDRA SINGH 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB SURENDRA KUMAR KUSHWAHA is hereby informed 
that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

78 IND/IMA/78 SUB SURENDRA KUMAR KUSHWAHA 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB CHOTE LAL MALVIYA PRAJAPATI is hereby informed 
that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

79 IND/IMA/79 SUB CHOTE LAL MALVIYA PRAJAPATI 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB SURESH CHANDRA RATHORE is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

80 IND/IMA/80 SUB SURESH CHANDRA RATHORE 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB RAKESH KUMAR JARWAL is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

81 IND/IMA/81 SUB RAKESH KUMAR JARWAL 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB (HONY LT) GHANSHYAM YADAV is hereby informed 
that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

82 IND/IMA/82 SUB (HONY LT) GHANSHYAM YADAV 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB ANUP SINGH is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

83 IND/IMA/83 SUB ANUP SINGH 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB JAL SINGH YADAV is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

84 IND/IMA/84 SUB JAL SINGH YADAV 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB PRAMOD KUMAR DUBEY is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

85 IND/IMA/85 SUB PRAMOD KUMAR DUBEY 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB BRAJENDRA PAL SINGH is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

86 IND/IMA/86 SUB BRAJENDRA PAL SINGH 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAHENDRA KUMAR SHARMA is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

87 IND/IMA/87 SUB MAHENDRA KUMAR SHARMA 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. NB SUB RAJESH KUMAR SHARMA is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

88 IND/IMA/88 NB SUB RAJESH KUMAR SHARMA 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB RAM LAKHAN is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

89 IND/IMA/89 SUB RAM LAKHAN 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ (HONY CAPT) ANIRUDHA PANDEY is hereby 
informed that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of 
Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual 
basis for a period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

90 IND/IMA/90 SUB MAJ (HONY CAPT) ANIRUDHA PANDEY 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ Rafiq Mohd Qureshi is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

91 IND/IMA/91 SUB MAJ Rafiq Mohd Qureshi 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB BIRENDRA SINGH is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

92 IND/IMA/92 SUB BIRENDRA SINGH 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB BRAJ KISHOR SINGH is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

93 IND/IMA/93 SUB BRAJ KISHOR SINGH 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ PRAKASH GODBOLE is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

94 IND/IMA/94 SUB MAJ PRAKASH GODBOLE 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB RAJESH KUMAR PANDEY is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

95 IND/IMA/95 SUB RAJESH KUMAR PANDEY 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB RAJENDRA PANDEY is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

96 IND/IMA/96 SUB RAJENDRA PANDEY 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB AFTAB ALAM is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

97 IND/IMA/97 SUB AFTAB ALAM 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB RAKESH SINGH is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

98 IND/IMA/98 SUB RAKESH SINGH 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB KANTI LAL MISTRY is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

99 IND/IMA/99 SUB KANTI LAL MISTRY 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ ANIL KUMAR SINGH is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

100 IND/IMA/100 SUB MAJ ANIL KUMAR SINGH 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB HARGIAN SINGH is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

101 IND/IMA/101 SUB HARGIAN SINGH 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB (HONY LT) MUKESH SINGH BHADAURIA is hereby 
informed that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of 
Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual 
basis for a period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

102 IND/IMA/102 SUB (HONY LT) MUKESH SINGH BHADAURIA 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB TULSI RAM JALODIYA is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

103 IND/IMA/103 SUB TULSI RAM JALODIYA 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB DHANNALAL RAMKUCHE is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

104 IND/IMA/104 SUB DHANNALAL RAMKUCHE 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB R.SUSHIL NAIR is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

105 IND/IMA/105 SUB R.SUSHIL NAIR 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB ISHWAR LAL SHAH is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

106 IND/IMA/106 SUB ISHWAR LAL SHAH 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. NARAYAN is hereby informed that he/she has to appear for an 
interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence 
Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one year, further 
extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

107 IND/IMA/107 NARAYAN 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MOHAN LAL VERMA is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

108 IND/IMA/108 SUB MOHAN LAL VERMA 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. HEMANT KUMAR SINGH is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

109 IND/IMA/109 HEMANT KUMAR SINGH 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB HEERAMANI SINGH is hereby informed that he/she has 
to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

110 IND/IMA/110 SUB HEERAMANI SINGH 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB SIYARAM PANJIYARA is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

111 IND/IMA/111 SUB SIYARAM PANJIYARA 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MOHAN LAL PAL is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

112 IND/IMA/112 SUB MOHAN LAL PAL 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MADAN KUMAR AWASTHI is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

113 IND/IMA/113 SUB MADAN KUMAR AWASTHI 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB DINESH NARVARE is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

114 IND/IMA/114 SUB DINESH NARVARE 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB DINESH KUMAR VERMA is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

115 IND/IMA/115 SUB DINESH KUMAR VERMA 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ (HONY LT) RAJ SINGH YADAV is hereby informed 
that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

116 IND/IMA/116 SUB MAJ (HONY LT) RAJ SINGH YADAV 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB VED PARKASH PANDEY is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

117 IND/IMA/117 SUB VED PARKASH PANDEY 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB (HONY LT) DEVANAND PANT is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

118 IND/IMA/118 SUB (HONY LT) DEVANAND PANT 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB (HONY LT) SUKCHAIN PRASAD MISHRA is hereby 
informed that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of 
Immigration Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual 
basis for a period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

119 IND/IMA/119 SUB (HONY LT) SUKCHAIN PRASAD MISHRA 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB JAIDEV PRAKASH BHATT is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

120 IND/IMA/120 SUB JAIDEV PRAKASH BHATT 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB RAKESH SINGH TOMAR is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

121 IND/IMA/121 SUB RAKESH SINGH TOMAR 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB SAJAL DUTTA is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

122 IND/IMA/122 SUB SAJAL DUTTA 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAHESH KUMAR is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

123 IND/IMA/123 SUB MAHESH KUMAR 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB (HONY LT) RAJBEER SINGH is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

124 IND/IMA/124 SUB (HONY LT) RAJBEER SINGH 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB DINESH KUMAR is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

125 IND/IMA/125 SUB DINESH KUMAR 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB (HONY LT) CHANDRIKA PRASAD is hereby informed 
that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

126 IND/IMA/126 SUB (HONY LT) CHANDRIKA PRASAD 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MOHD RAFIK is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

127 IND/IMA/127 SUB MOHD RAFIK 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB HARI PRASAD DAHERIA is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

128 IND/IMA/128 SUB HARI PRASAD DAHERIA 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB NARINDER SINGH BHADAURIYA is hereby informed 
that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

129 IND/IMA/129 SUB NARINDER SINGH BHADAURIYA 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB SUDARSHAN PRASAD KUSHWAHA is hereby informed 
that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

130 IND/IMA/130 SUB SUDARSHAN PRASAD KUSHWAHA 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB Ram Prakash Singh Tomar is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

131 IND/IMA/131 SUB Ram Prakash Singh Tomar 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB DEVENDRA SINGH is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

132 IND/IMA/132 SUB DEVENDRA SINGH 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB UMESH KUMAR is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

133 IND/IMA/133 SUB UMESH KUMAR 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MANOJ GURUNG is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

134 IND/IMA/134 SUB MANOJ GURUNG 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB ASHOK KUMAR PATEL is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

135 IND/IMA/135 SUB ASHOK KUMAR PATEL 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB AMRIT LAL PATEL is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

136 IND/IMA/136 SUB AMRIT LAL PATEL 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB MAJ LALA RAM DESHMUKH is hereby informed that 
he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

137 IND/IMA/137 SUB MAJ LALA RAM DESHMUKH 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. SUB Makhan Lal Gupta is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

138 IND/IMA/138 SUB Makhan Lal Gupta 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. CPO (AF) Sunil Kumar Bhasin is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

139 IND/IMA/139 CPO (AF) Sunil Kumar Bhasin 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. EX SUB  MEER SAJLUL ALI is hereby informed that he/she 
has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) 
in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

140 IND/IMA/140 EX SUB  MEER SAJLUL ALI 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Nb Sub Tejkaran Lohar is hereby informed that he/she has to 
appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration Assistant (IA) in 
Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a period of one 
year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and performance during the 
first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

141 IND/IMA/141 Nb Sub Tejkaran Lohar 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 



No.32/EC/2021(2)-311 
INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Government of India 
New Delhi 

Dated: 27.4.2022 
MEMORANDUM 

On the basis of nomination / willingness received from Directorate General, 
Resettlement, Shri/Ms. Hon. Sub-Lieutant Upendra Kumar Singh is hereby informed 
that he/she has to appear for an interview for appointment to the post of Immigration 
Assistant (IA) in Intelligence Bureau/ Bureau of Immigration on contractual basis for a 
period of one year, further extendable subject to the requirement of BoI and 
performance during the first year. 

2. The candidate is requested to report for the interview at 0900 hrs positively as per 
the details appended at the bottom of this page along with the following documents in 
original and a self-attested photocopy: 

(i) Technical/educational qualifications (Matriculation onwards including mark 
sheets), other qualifications. 

(ii)  Discharge certificate of Army/Air force/Navy, as the case may be. 

(iii) A photo identity proof like voter ID card, PAN card, passport, driving license or 
any other valid proof; & 

(iv) Sufficient number of passport size photographs. 

3. One copy each of Attestation and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ) forms is 
also attached herewith which are required to be filled in by the candidate and brought 
along with for the interview for carrying out Character & Antecedents verification 
wherever required.  All columns for these forms are required to be filled correctly and 
completely and in case the space provided in any of the column is not sufficient for 
furnishing the information sought, the candidate can utilize an extra sheet. No column 
should be left blank and N/A may be mentioned in case no information is to be 
provided. Suppression of facts or providing false/ incorrect information in the AF & SSQ 
could result in cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and even 
after contractual appointment, if noticed subsequently. It is, however, made amply clear 
that mere submission of the attestation form (AF) and SSQ at this stage does not mean 
that the candidate has been or would be necessarily selected to the post. Final 
selection is subject to performance of the candidate in the interview and successful 
completion of C & A verification and medical examination, if required. The duly filled in 
AF and SSQ forms are required to be deposited by the candidate on the day of 
interview. Candidates are requested to ensure that the identity certificate at page 
no 6-7 of the attestation form is duly filled and signed by the prescribed authority. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PLEASE PASTE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH IN THE SPACE PROVIDED BELOW AND SIGN ACROSS IT. 

 
Sl No Roll No. Name 

142 IND/IMA/142 Hon. Sub-Lieutant Upendra Kumar Singh 

Date of interview / post Venue 

6.5.2022 
Immigration Assistant 

FRRO Office, 78/1, Badruddin Tayabji Marg, Dhobi 
Talao, Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus Area, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400001 Maharashtra. Tel no. 022-
22621169 

 

 

 

Please 
paste your 
photograph 

here and 
sign across 

it 

 



 

4. The candidate is advised to bring this call letter without which he/she would not 
be allowed entry. It may be made clear that no request for change in date or place 
of interview would be entertained. 

5. The candidate will have to obey the instructions given during the interview. 
Mobile phone, blue tooth devices and any other electronic / communication devices are 
not permitted inside the venue, even if switched off. Candidates are advised in their 
own interest not to bring any such gadgets and no guarantee can be given for their safe 
custody. Any disobedience or misbehavior on the part of the candidate would result in 
his/her disqualification for the post. 

6. If during the course verification at any time before or after the interview, it is 
found that a candidate does not fulfill any of the eligibility conditions or has submitted 
incorrect/false information in SSQ/AF, his/her candidature for the said post(s) shall be 
cancelled. 

7. No TA/DA is admissible for appearing in the interview. 

8. The detailed terms and conditions for contract will be provided at the time 
contractual appointment 

 
 

        
 

Joint Deputy Director/Exam 
 


